Fine ’n’ Shine ™
Specialty Plastic Cleaner, Polish and Restorer
No solvents - Safe for any plastic or surface.
Proprietary polymer - Restores clarity to a degree, depending on the
type of plastic and how bad the haze and scratches are.
Leaves surfaces static-free - dust is not attracted as quickly.
Easy to use and pleasant smelling.
Fine ‘n’ Shine is a remarkable cleaner designed
to protect and restore clear plastics. It contains
no solvents or petroleum distillates that can
cloud, haze or cause craze cracking of plastics.
Besides clear plastics it also cleans and
polishes any plastic, Formica, glass, metal, tile
or painted surface.
Fine ‘n’ shine also contains a proprietary
ingredient to help restore the clarity of plastics
that have been cleaned with the wrong
chemicals. Moderate hazing and light scratches
are made less visible. Sometimes results are
amazing, other times not so visible. It depends
on the plastic and the severity of the damage. At
the very least, the damage will not get any
worse because you are using the safest cleaner.
Surfaces polished with Fine 'n' Shine are
neutralized to attract less dust. This is especially
helpful for museum and gallery displays with
plastic protection or cases.
WHERE TO USE
 Boats
 Motorcycles
 Aircraft
 Salad bar protectors
 Display cases
 Dashboards, instrument panels
 Plastic windows and doors
 Eyewear, goggles, safety glasses
 Glass doors, brass hardware
 And a multitude of other places

windshields and instrument panels too.
Fine ‘n’ Shine gives motorcyclists and snowmobilers clean and haze-free windshields. Bugs
are easier to clean off too. Don't forget to use
Fine 'n' Shine on your helmet visor and goggles.
With its solvent-free formula, Fine 'n' Shine
meets the test for aircraft canopy cleaning.
Improves vision and prolongs the life of
materials for safety and economy.
Building maintenance - Having problems with
acrylics, Plexiglas, Lexan® and other plastics?
And what about glass doors and brass pushplates? Fine 'n' Shine not only cleans these with
ease, it leaves a molecular barrier that helps
reduce finger-smudging. It also shines Formica,
wood and painted surfaces as well.
The plastic guard over salad bars, the “sneeze
guard”, will stay smudge-free longer when
cleaned and polished with Fine ‘n’ Shine.
SPECIFICATIONS
pH .......................................................... 10.5
VOCs (volatile organic compounds).. 0.2% - 2.1g/l
Color ....................................................... pink
Odor ........................................................ mild
Toxicity ..................................................... low
PACKAGING
One quart plastic bottles packed six per case
with one trigger sprayer. All packaging material
is recyclable.

Do away with clouding, scratches, finger-prints,
dust and grime. Spray a mist of Fine ’n’ Shine
on the surface and polish it dry. You instantly
restore the shine and insure longer service from
your fixtures and equipment.
In the marine field, Fine 'n' Shine cleans those
cloudy side and aft curtain windows or “eising
glass”. Now you can feel safe and sure with
improved visibility during storms. Great for
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Damon Industries, Inc. P.O. Box 2120
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E-mail: info@DamonQ.com
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